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Introduction

Discourse predictions [2] regarding an upcoming topic can
be syntactic (e.g. passive voice [3]) or semantic (e.g.
proto-role properties, ”hit” vs. ”see” [4]).
In a naturalistic fMRI study, we examined the hypotheses

that
1. passive increases future predictability of the subject
2. high causality increases future predictability of the subject

in active voice and creates high competition for the subject
in passive voice

3. predictions are encoded hierarchically.

Methods

Participants. Twenty monolingual native speakers of Ger-
man, all right-handed (Edinburgh Inventory of Handedness)
(age mean = 24.3 years, sd = 2.1 years, male N = 6).

Design.
•Voice (V): active (A) vs. passive (P),
•Causality (C): high (H) vs. low (L),
•Position of measurement (P): event (E) vs. referent (R).
Stimuli. Conditions embedded in 20 two-minute long stories:

C. Stimuli

AH Then the clown pushed the princess and the teddy bear appeared
again from under the dress. The clown ...

PH Then the clown was pushed by the princes and the teddy bear ap-
peared again from under the dress. The clown ...

AL The professor agitated his assistant because the papers had been
reporting about an unstable roof construction. The professor ...

PL The professor was agitated by his assistant because the papers
had been reporting... construction. The professor ...

Table 1: Example stimuli, C. for condition.

Figure 1: Example of a trial. Subjects were instructed to listen carefully and were asked
two comprehension questions after each story.

Hypotheses. Subject reference more predictable after AH
than AL and after PL than PH.

Results

We modeled the BOLD-response to the Event (whole sen-
tence) and to the Referent (noun phrase).

Contrast Anatomical region Hem MNI coordinates F Cluster in voxels

VxCxP
pSTG L –60 –44 14 15.04 251
MTG R 54 –68 12 10.83 130
Rolandic operculum R 58 –8 10 11.53 109
Rolandic operculum L –58 –6 10 10.77 111
Pre-central gyrus (PMC) R 48 –8 42 10.23 131
Post-central gyrus L –40 –16 36 12.71 144
Post-central gyrus R 68 –14 26 11.54 243

VxP
SFG L –18 32 32 16.97 186
SMFG L –10 40 20 9.27 90
aCC L –6 40 20 9.09 90
Pre-central gyrus R 62 8 32 12.15 80

CxP
Angular gyrus L –46 –62 52 12.35 110

Table 2: Activations for different contrasts. Abbreviations: VxCxP: 3-way interaction
voice x causality x position of measurement, VxP: interaction voice x position,
CxP: interaction causality x position, Hem.: hemisphere, MNI: Montreal Neurolog-
ical Institute, R: right, L: left, pSTG: posterior superior temporal gyrus, MTG: middle
temporal gyrus, PMC: premotor cortex, SFG: superior frontal gyrus, SMFG: superior
medial frontal gyrus, aCC: anterior cingulate cortex.

Figure 2: All interactions resulted from effects for the referent as opposed
to the event and to higher activation for AL/PH versus AH/PL. Clusters
of p < .005 and volumes of at least 72 voxels (Monte Carlo corrected).
Contrasts: VxCxP in red, VxP in yellow, CxP in blue.

Conclusions

•Topicality-related discourse predictions are processed
in the dorsal stream [1].

•Effects were observed on referents rather than events:
predictive coding [2] for language.

• Initial evidence for a hierarchical organisation:
1. frontomedial cortex: predictions for passive vs. active subjects
2. angular gyrus: higher predictions for participants in causal events



3. posterior STG: highly specific predictions for a particular referent
based on both voice and causality.
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